
What Are the Physical Properties of VX?
VX is a tasteless, odorless, colorless liquid with an oily, syrupy consistency. 
VX can also be dispersed as a vapor or aerosol, and humans can be exposed 
to VX through inhalation or through the skin or mucous membranes of 
the eyes. VX can be dispersed as a single active compound or in a binary 
technology of two precursor compounds.2

How Does VX Work?
VX is a nerve agent, meaning it affects the central nervous system. After 
exposure, symptoms appear very rapidly and, without intervention, can 
result in death within minutes to hours, depending on the concentration 
of the toxin and how it entered the body. VX poisoning generally occurs 
faster when absorbed through the respiratory system.2 Due to the 
tasteless, odorless, and colorless aspects of the chemical agent, exposure 
may not be perceived until symptoms appear.3

What Are the Symptoms of VX Poisoning?2

The signs of VX poisoning are very dependent upon the dose and method 
of exposure. Exposure to a high concentration of VX will cause coughing 
and difficulty breathing, resulting from bronchoconstriction and mucous 
secretion in the respiratory system. Gastrointestinal upset may lead to 
cramping and vomiting, and an exposed individual may also involuntarily 
urinate and defecate. With moderate poisoning, the victim may experience 
a feeling of muscular weakness, convulsions, or localized tremors. When 
exposed to a high dose, the victim can lose consciousness before the 
preceding symptoms even appear. Ultimately, in fatal cases of exposure, 
the nerve agent causes paralysis of the respiratory system, resulting in the 
victim’s death.

Lower concentrations of VX will cause minor poisoning, often resulting 
in increased saliva production, a runny nose, and a sensation of pressure 
in the chest. The victim’s eyes may become affected and vision may be 
impaired. Other signs of a low dose exposure are headache, hallucinations, 
nausea, lethargy, and slurred speech. 

What Should a Victim Do If Exposure Is Suspected?
If VX exposure is suspected, victims should leave the area where VX 
was released, remove their clothing, rapidly wash their body with large 
amounts of soap and water, and seek medical care as  soon as possible.1 A 
skin decontamination product may also be used to remove or neutralize 
the toxin. Nerve agent antidotes in auto-injector devices are often carried 
by soldiers for emergency treatment. Auto-injectors are administered 
soon after exposure when symptoms appear.1
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VX is a man-made chemical warfare nerve 
agent. There are 4 major types of chemical 
warfare agents (CWAs):
1. Nerve agents
2. Blister agents
3. Respiratory agents
4. Blood agents

VX is the most toxic of the nerve agents.1

“Nerve agents are the most toxic 
and rapidly acting of the known 
chemical warfare agents.”      
– Center for Disease Control and Prevention1

“[Nerve agents] are stable and 
easily dispersed, highly toxic and 
have rapid effects both when 
absorbed through the skin and via 
respiration. Nerve agents can be 
manufactured by means of fairly 
simple chemical techniques. The 
raw materials are inexpensive and 
generally readily available.” 
 –  Organisation for the Prohibition 

of Chemical Weapons
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